
C A S E  S T U D Y

CTOS fulfills its commitments 
and implements a CRM with 
Tibero
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As Malaysia’s leading credit 
reporting agency, CTOS collects credit 
information for individuals and businesses 
from a wide range of public domain and 
proprietary sources. The agency also 
facilitates the extension of credit by enabling 
individuals and businesses to access crucial 
information quickly and easily, empowering 
them with greater understanding of their 
finances and the necessary knowledge to 
engage with lenders.
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C H A L L E N G E S

• Customer data spread across three 
databases

• Slow query response times and 
performance

• Inability to scale without 
purchasing more database servers

• Requirements for individual data 
security

T M A X S O F T  S O L U T I O N

Tibero 

R E S U L T S

• Improved database performance 

• Ability to scale with an increase in 
transactions 

• Improved data security

• Integration with Java application 
with no code changes

• A 94% reduction in query response 
times per 100 users

I N D U S T R Y  

Credit
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The challenge
CTOS had an x86 system with MySQL databases, 
and a Java application that ran on three 
instances of Apache Tomcat. Each instance 
of Tomcat connected to its own MySQL 
database, each of which could only handle 
1000 customers at a time. The CTOS sales team 
was experiencing slow response times during 
peak hours, and any increase in customers 
would require a new set of applications and 
another database server. CTOS needed better 
scalability and relief from data consolidation.

In addition, CTOS needed to increase its data 
security because of a Malaysian government 
policy that mandates the encryption of 
customer data via a security algorithm.

CTOS required a scalable database solution 
that offered better performance, data 
security, data consolidation, application 
integration, and cost savings.

The solution
CTOS analyzed the database market and 
selected Tibero to address their database 
management challenges because of its 
core business system and the Tibero Active 
Cluster (TAC), Tibero Active Storage (TAS), 
and transparent data encryption (TDE). 

Tibero offers CTOS robust, scalable database 
management that improved database 
performance and handled an increase in 

transactions much better. Tibero’s support 
for tablespace and column encryption with 
various cipher algorithms provides the data 
security required by the Malaysian government. 
In addition, Tibero’s application integration 
features allow it to work with the Java 
application without any code changes. 

Most importantly, query response time per 
100 concurrent users decreased by 94%.



CTOS chose Tibero for its core business 
system.  Key features like TAC and 
TAS that are compatible with and 
TDE for encryption provide CTOS 
with the performance, scalability, 
and application needed to handle 
increased transaction loads. 

TmaxSoft is a global software innovator focused on data 
management, middleware and mainframe modernization, 
with solutions that offer enterprise CIOs viable alternatives 
to support their global IT powerhouses and drive 
competitive advantage. TmaxSoft has based its growth 
on a strong foundation of research and development, 
along with a sustained commitment to innovation. Today, 
we work with over 2,000 customers around the world.

Tibero is the best enterprise RDBMS for the Virtual Data Center. Our licensing 
model allows enterprises to fully maximize their virtualization investment 
by only licensing the cores associated to a given VM, resulting in drastically 
lower TCO.      

TmaxSoft was founded in 1997, and today we have over 
1,000 employees in 20 strategic centers around the world.
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TmaxSoft reserves the right to change, alter and/or modify at any time and without notice, any of the contents of this brochure.

TmaxSoft, Inc.

230  W. Monroe St., Ste. 1950
Chicago, Illinois  60606

TEL : +1.312.525.8330
Email : info@tmaxsoft.com
tmaxsoft.com

Korea Group HQ and R&D Centre

TmaxTower 45, Jeongjail-ro, 
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, 
Gyeonggi-do, Korea 13613

TEL : +82.31.8018.1000
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